Assembly and Care Instructions

1. Place on a level surface.

2. Place pump next to the PVC pipe in the center column on the largest bowl. Thread the pump's power cord down the PVC pipe and out to the small niche cut in the bottom outside of the base.

3. Attach the tubing to the small pipe on the inside of the statue. Attach the other end of the tube to the pump. Note: Water flow can be adjusted on pump by twisting a small valve on the back of the pump. When flow adjustment is needed unplug pump and adjust flow.

4. Fill the bowl with water approximately 5” from the lip of the bowl. Allow enough water to completely submerge pump before plugging in the fountain. If the pump is not fully submerged the motor in the pump will quickly burn out.

5. Allow a few minutes to pass once pump is on to insure proper flow. If the water does not flow from the top after a minute or two there may be blockage (most likely at the top). If visible remove any blockage and water should flow.

6. As the water fills the bowl on the top more water will be needed. You can also fill the top bowl yourself to not wait for the pump to fill.

7. Drain water completely when freezing temperatures are expected.

Note: There will be some splash from the fountain out of the bowl. Be sure to place the fountain in an area that will not be damaged by water. It is not recommended to allow the fountain to run overnight. This will prolong the life of your pump and you will not have to fill the fountain with water as frequently.